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MORE THAN JUST A DOOR
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At Masonite Architectural, we believe a door is more than just a 

door. It’s a central fixture of every space, and can dramatically 

shape the built environment. That’s why our goal is to back you with 

the knowledge and guidance to create more successful buildings 

for owner’s by shaping better environments for occupants — so you 

can always specify with confidence. It’s this commitment that has 

made us America’s most specified wood door.

The Comprehensive Portfolio For Every Project
By combining our Algoma, Marshfield, Mohawk, Baillargeon 

and Harring brands, we offer complete door solutions for the 

commercial environment.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL 
The most architecturally authentic doors — made with the finest 

craftsmanship to help create world-class environments.

BEAUTIFUL DURABILITY 

Flexible choices for shaping the entire environment, 

engineered to stand up to the most demanding situations.



HARRING DOORS: 
PROUDLY PART OF MASONITE ARCHITECTURAL
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As a part of Masonite Architectural, 

Harring Doors is pleased to offer an 

expanded portfolio of doors ideal  

for meeting every architectural need — 

from world-class custom solutions to 

functional and cost-effective  

choices ideal for every opening 

throughout the built environment.

For more than 25 years, Harring Doors 

has provided some of the highest  

quality architectural wood doors  

seen in the marketplace — built  

on a heritage of craftsmanship 

and work ethic that goes beyond 

standard. The natural beauty of 

wood, in combination with superior 

craftsmanship, sets a standard of  

excellence in the industry on which  

we pride ourselves.
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Designs made with the finest craftsmanship to help 

create world-class environments — spaces that are 

frequently visited but rarely forgotten. They embody 

the latest trends in design, and offer the flexibility 

that enables you to shape the truly custom look that 

you are after.

THE MOST ARCHITECTURALLY  
AUTHENTIC DOORS

ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL
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LOUVEREDFRENCH

• Available factory glazed

• Diverse range of 

glass options

• All muntins and bars glued 

and dowelled

• True divided lite / simulated 

divided lite

• Integral stop one side

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

Interior fixed louver door profile
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ARCHITECTURAL

• Matching bifolds

• Heights modified for bathroom 

or change room stalls

• Chevron and false louvers available

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

A creative and seamless integration of the warm 

look and the unmatched feel of wood with a wide 

variety of glazing options.

Practical elements and classic design make our 

louvered doors an ideal choice for beautifying 

any room where air circulation is of concern.

Interior true divided lite glazing profile



EXTERIOR

• 3 year standard warranty with 

factory finishing

• Insulated glazing available

• Diverse veneer species 

available, including:

 - Black Cherry

 - White Oak

 - Black Walnut

 - Eastern White Pine

 - African Mahogany

• Sizes available – up to 42" x 96"

• Available in custom thicknesses

CUSTOM PANEL

• Custom raised or flat panels

• Glass substituted for panels

• Raised/applied 

moldings available

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

This classic style offers a wide range of architectural  

interpretations and design choices.

Exterior raised panel and exterior divided lite profiles

Durability and beauty come together in a variety of 

design choices that combine a touch of architectural 

history and state-of-the-art performance.

Eyebrow Provence Arch-top 

Interior custom panel profile
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ARCHITECTURAL



MITERED RIM PANEL ARCH TOP 

Stiles & Rails
• Min 1/16" veneers on stiles & rails before sanding

• LSL core on all stiles & rails

• Matching edges

• Book matched veneers on stiles

• Pair matching available

 Limited Lifetime Warranty

Panel Detail
• 5-ply rim banded

• Particle core

• Mitered corners

• Cross banded face veneer compatible with rim banding

• Variety of styles available

• Custom radius of 

arch is possible

• Limited Lifetime Warranty
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Recreate the old-world charm of historic New 

England architecture with the graceful curves 

of an arched top rail. A diverse range of design 

options mean your imagination is the limit.

The traditional look of a stile and rail 

door with mitered rims that create a 

more seamless grain pattern.

ARCHITECTURAL



This full range of commercial doors are engineered 

to stand up to the most demanding environments. 

Striking the ideal balance of outstanding 

performance and value, they enable you to meet the 

requirements of virtually every commercial opening 

with the flexibility you need.

BEAUTIFUL DURABILITY 

FLEXIBLE CHOICES FOR SHAPING THE 
ENTIRE ENVIRONMENT
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PAINT GRADE

• High-density fiberboard provides 

a smooth surface for primer or 

paint adhesion

• Durable construction

• Cost-effective solution

• Comes with solid edge banding  

• Doweled construction

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

FLAT PANEL

• 5/8" paintable or veneered door

• Solid core construction

• Doweled construction

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

A great alternative to a barn door or shaker door. 

Ideal for anyone looking for a contemporary look 

with clean lines and smooth feel. 

Paintable surface doors offer complete 

versatility to complement any interior design 

theme. Available in two surface options: 

Hardwood and Hardboard surfaces. 
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COMMERCIAL

Interior flat panel profileInterior raised panel profile



VENEER WRAPPED RAISED PANEL

• As a standard veneer wrapped 

panel, grain continues through the 

contour of the panel

• Value alternative to a traditional 

mitered rim panel door  

• Solid core construction

• Doweled construction

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

LITE OPENING

• Solid core construction

• Doweled construction

• Open for 1/4"glass is standard

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

This series can be provided in full-lite or lite 

panel combinations available in a wide range 

of standard profiles.

From a broad selection of veneers with 

extended design options, these doors add 

detail to complement any interior design 

while providing the functionality you require.
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COMMERCIAL

 Interior veneer wrapped raised panel profile  Interior lite opening profile





INTERNATIONAL 
REACH

Headquarters 
One Tampa City Center 
201 N. Franklin Street Suite 300 
Tampa, Florida 33602

Manufacturing Location
3799 Commerce Rd., London, 
Ontario  
Canada N6N 1P9
Toll Free: 888-689-0683      
Fax: 519-644-2520       
Email: harring@masonite.com       
Web: www.harringdoors.com

 
 

FIND YOUR LOCAL 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
CONSULTANT AT: 
masonitearchitectural.com

HAR R I N G S T I LE  &  R AI L  DOO RS




